49er, 49erFX and Nacra17

Oceania Championships
Geelong, Australia
31st January to 3rd February 2020

CHANGES OF SAILING INSTRUCTIONS / NOTICE OF RACE no. 1

Change to NOR    SI 8   FORMAT OF RACING   There will be NO Medal Races

SI 7.1   The Competitors Briefing will place at 1700 on Thursday 30 January on the lawn in front of the Club House.

Attachment C 1.1 is changed and the 49ers will be split into THREE fleets of approximately equal numbers of boats.

Attachment C 1.3   Qualifying Fleet assignments for 49er will be in order Yellow, Blue, Red, Red, Blue, Yellow and so on.

SI 9.1 The third fleet class flag will be the class insignia on a background of red.

Attachment D   The Course Locations for 31 January and 1 February are attached below

David Campbell-James
PRO
30 January 2020